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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis was to document the history, use and early application
of cast and wrought iron in Structural Engineering from its beginnings in the mid
eighteenth century to the early twentieth century.
Iron, like most historical building materials, has gone through a transformation
from limited use and application based on availability, workability, and practical
engineering knowledge, to wide use and applications through greater knowledge of
engineering properties, to a decline at the advent of lighter, stronger, more efficient
materials. Although many structures employing the material properties of cast and
wrought iron are still in use today, lighter, stronger, more efficient materials have
replaced iron.
The history of iron as an engineered material is as varied as the type of structures
it supported. The industrial revolution of Great Britain in the 1800’s brought iron from
the tracks of the railroads and bridges that spanned that country into the buildings and
roofs that covered the landscape, to the great suspension bridges that defined a new era of
structural engineering. Cast and wrought iron made its mark in the United States during
the industrial revolution of the late 1800’s in the first tall buildings of what was to
become some of the major cities of this country. Iron eventually found its final place in
the decorative and ornate designs of buildings and bridges in America in the mid 1900’s.
To trace the history of iron in structural engineering is to view the progress of
mankind’s imagination in engineering and achievements in order to build higher, span
greater distances, and test the limits of science.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Throughout human history, mankind, in an attempt to expand technology and
serve the public at large, has used engineering as a tool to define the space in which it
dwelt and to harness the forces of nature. The ancient Egyptians glorified the rulers of
their time and prepared them for the long journey into the afterlife by erecting the Great
Pyramids. Due to the imagination, expertise, and shear willpower of these first civil
engineers, many of the ancient Egyptian structures still stand today. The early Roman
Empire expanded the field of civil engineering, much like their Egyptian predecessors,
by serving not only the rulers of that time, but also the general public. The Roman
aqueducts proved to the world that civil engineering provided the answer of how to serve
the needs of the Roman society and expand the culture of its citizens. As the needs of a
society grew, so did civil engineering. The application of engineered solutions is
apparent in the development of the modern ‘metropolis’ in Europe in the late eighteenth
century and early nineteenth century. As European cities developed, so did the need for
people to travel and communicate across great distances. Once again, engineering or
industrialization, as it is coined in most history books, became the tool to bring people
closer together by expanding the means of communication and modes of transportation
from one city to the next. With the invention of the steam engine, manufacturing
demands increased. This led to larger textile mills and eventually faster and heavier
locomotives. Therefore, the Europeans of the mid-nineteenth century needed building
materials that could not only be produced more efficiently, but also could withstand the
increased loads on their structures and railways. Where European imagination and
ingenuity provided the will, materials and scientific methods provided the way. Early
building materials such as wood and stone were limited not only by their allowable
stresses and strength to weight ratios, but also by the availability of craftsmen to design
and build large projects. By 1850, iron had become the material of choice for structures
of great importance and size.
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Even though architects of the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century
knew little of iron’s material properties, it proved to be a practical building material due
to its durability, strength to weight ratio, and malleability for ornate designs. Cast iron
was first used in large-scale applications in the floor systems of the early textile mills of
the English Industrial Revolution. Wood floor members were known to sag under
constant loading and therefore, were limited in span length. Cast iron did not exhibit
these same problems and could resist the two main problems in building with wood – fire
and rot (Sutherland, 1997). Therefore, cast iron became a standard building material
where greater loads would be applied and longer spans were needed. Structures such as
buildings, bridges, and railways inherently employed the structural advantages cast iron
provided. With its increased use, the cost of production of iron building materials
decreased. Construction methods improved and load testing became quite popular. Most
iron beams could be tested at the foundry and once again in situ. This load testing helped
early engineers ensure proper performance of beams prior to being set in place. These
advantages in technology and testing made iron the natural choice for more efficient
designs in structures of great importance and stature. Although cast iron solved many of
the problems of building with wood and stone, it proved to have its own drawbacks.
Where wood failed slowly during periods of overloading, cast iron failed suddenly due to
its brittle nature. These sudden failures made cast iron obsolete and lead the way to the
use of wrought iron in structures.
Wrought iron is fibrous in nature, not granular like cast iron, and provided the
answer to the problem of sudden failure in cast iron structures. For years cast iron was
incorrectly assumed to be as strong in tension as it was in compression. When this
proved not to be the case, wrought iron replaced cast iron in members designed for
tension. Most structural iron systems of the mid-nineteenth century used an efficient
combination of cast and wrought iron to resist compressive and tensile stresses
respectively. This combination of iron members proved to solve many of the problems
of the sole use of cast iron, and therefore was widely used throughout the late nineteenth
century. Cast iron was used for columns, compressive roof truss members, and
decorative elements of buildings, as well as tracks in railways. Wrought iron eventually
replaced cast iron in many structural applications, but was somewhat limited by the lack
2

of variety of shapes and patterns due to the manufacturing process of these members
(Sutherland, 1997). Wrought iron revolutionized the already revolutionary structural iron
and railway industries.
The use of iron in structures dominated the nineteenth century in Britain, France,
Russia and America. The applications of structural iron in the nineteenth century were as
varied as the types of structures they formed and the countries in which they were
designed. Architects and engineers viewed iron as a durable building material and
designs were based on its longevity. The longevity of every building material has
yielded to the factors of human error and the forces of nature. Structural iron proved to
be no different, and led to the increased availability and scientific knowledge of steel.
The loss of life and capital associated with iron structure failures led to the decrease of
iron in structures in the late nineteenth century. For the same reasons iron replaced wood
and stone in structural applications, so steel began to replace iron. Most modern
structures call for the use of steel for compressive and tensile resistance with little
thought given to the use of iron in any form. Iron is still used today, but mostly for the
architectural significance and the classical appearance it provides. The discovery of the
abundant uses for iron in construction led engineers and architects to build higher and
span longer and push iron to its structural limits. The doorways of design and
construction that structural iron opened would eventually open the doorway to the use of
structural steel and the end of The Age of Iron. The use of structural iron during the
period of the industrial revolution in Europe and America proved to be the most
significant advance in materials for engineering and architectural history until the advent
of steel in the early twentieth century.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND DEVELOPMENT OF
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
Historical Building Materials
Modern uses of masonry, laminated wood, iron, steel and synthetic building
materials can be traced back throughout history to the simplest structural forms and
construction methods. The ancient Egyptians placed massive stones on top of one
another to form the Great Pyramids; the early Romans formed architectural wonders with
the use of mortar and stone to build the great cities of the empire, and even the earliest
man formed shelters with branches and stone. These types of structures showcased their
function and the type of materials dictated their form. As these structures grew in size
and function so did the knowledge of the builders that created them.
Most structures before 1750 were constructed of wood and/or stone. Early
builders chose these materials for their abundant availability and workability with little,
if any, thought to stresses and strains and load carrying capacity. However, the early
Greeks of the 4th century BC did show that they had some understanding of the nature of
loads and the capacity of different materials and structures to resist them. Several longspan beams of various structural shapes displayed the Greek’s awareness of bending and
of the relative weakness of stone in tension. An example of the awareness of structural
shapes in beams can be seen in figure A-1 (all figures are located in the Appendix). The
massive stone lintels of ancient Egypt and Greece were really beams, and timber was
used quite often for columns (Addis, 1990). This division of usage was later reversed as
practical knowledge of construction and engineering advanced. Timber was usually used
for beams, and stone and brick masonry were used for walls, piers, columns, arches and
vaults. Eventually all builders realized that timber was the better material to resist
tension and brick and stone were better suited to resist direct compression (Sutherland,
1997). The development of these structural ideas provides an implied historical record of
timber and masonry structures in the absence of a written or archaeological record. The
lack of historical or archaeological records is due the perishability of wood, although
4

some scholars have been ingenious in the use of archaeological methods to reconstruct
what might have been. The inspired guesses of these scholars have shown that the timber
falsework structures of ancient and medieval times must have been major engineering
feats of their day. In most cases of early timber construction, the original timber
structures have been replaced with more durable materials, leaving little evidence of
craftsmanship of the early carpenters’ trade.
Evidence has shown that the most extensive use of wood in construction came
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The structures of that period used wood
in forming structures ranging from the purely utilitarian vernacular to public buildings.
And in most of these applications, timber was widely used for roof designs. As the
modern period of construction was drawing near, timber roof structures increased in
height, span, and pitch. The increased pitch of these roofs, mainly evident in the
agricultural buildings of Britain and America, presented the carpenters of that time with
the new problems of noticeable deflections and substantial thrust loads. Carpenters
incorporated massive masonry bearing walls to counteract the thrust loads of these
steeply pitched and expansive roofs, but permanent deflections of timber members still
posed a difficult problem. The Brits encountered this problem in the roof coverings of
the shipbuilding slips at the Royal Navy Dockyards. The Royal Engineers concern of
timber members used in construction led to improvements in the design methods of the
nineteenth century. The most profound improvement of the design methods of this time
was to use iron as a reinforcing element in timber construction (Yeomans, 1999). This
was the beginning of the large-scale use of structural iron in large public buildings, even
though a slight knowledge of iron had existed centuries before.
Iron was first used in hand tools and decorative elements as early as 4000 B.C.
Iron has been found in almost every ancient civilization from the Egyptians and
Assyrians to the Indians and Chinese. The use of iron, both cast and wrought, has been
discovered in ancient statues and tools to fences and implements of war (Gloag, 1948).
Scholars of today agree that even though iron’s origins can be traced to these ancient
civilizations, the Europeans of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
developed the methods of producing cast and wrought iron for structural applications
(Sutherland, 1997). Figure A-2 gives the key dates and periods of major use of cast and
5

wrought iron. Builders of that time mainly used iron in two ways: connections and
decorative elements of architecture. Incorporating iron into the design, as mentioned
earlier, solved some the problems associated with timber construction. Iron tie rods,
straps and even nails were used to connect timber members and reduce the effects of
cracking, shrinkage, and noticeable deflections. As the structural importance of iron in
connections increased, so did the aesthetic value of ornate iron castings. Although
timber elements of construction were designed to give some architectural significance to
structures, their foremost appreciation was realized in their structural function. Iron
performed well not only as a structural element, but also added an air of architectural
superiority to the buildings it decorated.
In Europe nearly all iron was wrought iron. This is not to suggest that the
Europeans were the first to use iron in a structural capacity as mentioned before, but they
certainly used iron in many more ways than any of the ancient civilizations. Sutherland
states:
For instance, one can cite these: a cast iron pagoda twenty-one metres
high in China of AD 1061 (500 years before casting was possible in the
West); iron cramps and dowels in the Parthenon and other Classical
buildings; iron tie rods in Hagia Sofia possibly from as early as the sixth
century AD, with many examples thereafter; wrought iron beams in
Istanbul in the sixteenth century; the famous kitchen structure with cast
columns and wrought iron beams in Alcobaca, Portugal, dated 1752 but
possibly started twenty years earlier; cast iron columns in a few British
churches from 1770; in France, Ango’s wrought iron floor beams and
Victor Louis’s twenty -one metre roof trusses, both of the 1780s. …For the
most part these were isolated cases of the use of structural iron, all limited
in size and not the norm of the particular period. (xxi, xxii)
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Even though these structures provide a historical reference for the early uses of structural
iron, the increasing number of European textile manufacturing mills and railroads of the
eighteenth century ushered in the revolution of iron as a structural material. Large timber
structures of the time were quite susceptible to fire, and the layout of large public rooms
was controlled by the spanning capacity of timber beams. Floor systems had a tendency
to sag and bounce, but these problems all but vanished when iron beams became
available for these same structures. Modern engineers and architects have a good idea of
exactly how timber was once used because the structural iron systems and elements that
replaced them lasted for an uncommonly long time. Sutherland describes the
“infectious” excitement that surrounded the use of iron as a building material.
The structural significance of iron was increasing not only to the architects of the
eighteenth century, but also to the engineers of Britain’s great railways. Railway bridges
were required to carry unprecedented loads over rivers, canals, and roads. Railway
construction required not only greater stiffness and strength, but also a more efficient
return on capital expenditures. Although the most significant use of iron in the railroad
industry was the structural members that could span the many rivers, canals, and roads of
the European landscape, the railroads found an earlier use of this new material. In much
the same way iron reinforced the timber beams of floor systems, cast iron plates were
used to extend the life the wooden rails of the first railroads. Lee writes in Some
Railway Facts and Fallacies, “ We do not know when iron was first substituted
successfully for the familiar wooden rail (see figure A-3). There is good evidence for the
first large-scale use of cast-iron rails at Coalbrookdale from 1767 onwards, but I submit
that it has been widely misinterpreted.” Although the exact time frame that iron made its
debut in the railway industry is open to some argument and speculation, iron quickly
made its way from the tracks of the railroads to the structures that carried them. Once
again iron proved to exceed the current requirements of the wooden rails and bridges that
were so common in the early years of the railroad industry, and provided the muchneeded efficiencies and many advantages over the large masonry arches that were the
only practical alternative.
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Development of Professional Practices
By the time cast and wrought iron made its way into the floors and roofs of
buildings, onto the tracks of the railroad, and throughout the structural members of
bridges, an interesting practice began to develop among the builders of that time. More
and more projects were being designed by specialists and constructed by craftsman. This
trend began to develop as early as the sixteenth century in Britain. Carpentry was being
transformed from a craft activity to one that involved professionals. As history
progressed from the medieval period to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the
understanding of how structures were seen to behave, and the effect of this on the
structural design created a certain amount of curiosity. This curiosity led to what would
be known as a scientific understanding of structures and the properties and behavior of
the materials, and the effect they had on one another (Yeomans, 1999). In a very broad
sense, one could state that many early skilled architects came from the highly empirical
carpentry trades, and the early structural engineers came from the highly industrial iron
foundries. (This analogy is certainly not intended to describe the origin of all the early
architects and engineers, but should be viewed as a general trend to describe the
background of these early builders of timber and iron.) Since little of the history of most
timber structures has survived, one has a difficult time tracing the exact time when the
practice of architecture significantly split from that of the trade of carpentry. During this
period of professional development, books of theory such as the Builder’s Dictionary
were quoting many scientists in France, but most of this data was used for describing
theoretical behavior of materials and not translated into practical design for construction.
Yeomans describes a classic case of the erroneous gap between known scientific data and
the applied empirical practices (see figure A-4).
One can see … in the design of simple floor structures where scientific
knowledge that was available was simply ignored and apparently
irrational design rules persisted … For example, when other members
were being made of softwood, oak continued to be used for the king or
8

queen posts of trusses. This was in spite of its having a higher shrinkage
rate than softwood and after the problem of deflection in trusses because
of shrinkage of the posts had been recognized. (xxv)
As architects came into more contact with iron to solve the problems of timber shrinkage
and deflections in their buildings, they either developed an intimate knowledge of the
structural properties of the material or they brought in “experts” to assist in the proper
application and use of iron to achieve the desired result (Sutherland, 1997). This
relationship closely mirrors the relationship that many architects and engineers still have
today.
The experts were most always associated with the production and manufacturing
of cast and wrought iron for industrial uses. Due to iron’s popularity and the financial
impact it had on the countries that produced it, we know many more of the specifics
about the development of this material and the practices of engineering that defined its
application than we do for specific origins of architecture. In the same manner,
carpenters turned architects, ironfounders (or ironmasters) turned engineers. At this
point of iron’s development into an engineered material, one has difficulties
distinguishing between an architect and an engineer as we may define their roles today.
During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, most individuals involved in
the design and construction of buildings, bridges, and transportation systems might have
been well educated in the art and function of architecture as well as the technical
practices of engineering. For this reason, when the subject matter is the history of iron
and its application in structural engineering, many of the designers, builders and
ironmasters are referred to as engineers and not architects. However, the title of engineer
is not to imply that these men were not directly responsible for many architecturally
significant structures during their time and would not be classified by their peers in some
or most instances as architects. As the scientific knowledge of materials increased, the
two professions became more distinguishable from one another, and as Sutherland
writes, “… thus fathered the design teams of separate professio ns which we know today”
(65).
9

The British ironmasters’ influence on the world between 1750 and 1820 proved
to be the most adventurous and innovative period of mechanical and material production
and engineering of cast iron since iron had been used in hand tools. One such ironmaster
was Abraham Darby. The Darbys (both father and son named Abraham) operated some
of the furnaces at Coalbrookdale. It was these furnaces, combined with the ingenuity of
the Darby family, “where the actual discovery of the succe ssful, commercial use of
mineral fuel in smelting iron ore was made…” (Gloag, 1948). The ironmaster tradition
in the Darby family even extended to some of the people that married into the Darby
family. Thomas Cranage married the niece of Abraham Darby I, and along with his
brother George, they took out a patent for making cast iron (or pig iron) malleable in a
reverberatory furnace with pit coal only. Although this process was plagued with many
failures, the Cranage brothers marked the first real gain of the mineral fuel industry over
charcoal in the wrought iron industry.
Many more British, French, and Russian ironmasters followed, if not kept stride
with, the great achievements of the Darby family. Henry Cort’s inventions of the puddle
furnace and grooved rollers made it possible to produce wrought iron on an industrial
scale. Thomas Tredgold published his theories, erroneous as they were, of the structural
properties of iron, and ushered in the beginnings of predicting the strength of iron in
different shapes or section modulus as engineers call it today. As the knowledge of iron
and its production advanced, the more distant the ironmaster was from the engineer.
Ironmasters relied on invention, ingenuity, and imagination to advance the uses of iron to
the world, but the engineers struggled to incorporate the limited amount of theoretical
knowledge and the pace at which it was being accepted and practiced. Men like Eaton
Hodgkinston, Henry Moseley, and William Pole linked theory as it developed to the
widely used empirical system on which the world had become dependant.
As the ironmasters of Great Britain, France and Russia expanded the scientific
knowledge of iron as a structural member, the engineers of these countries discovered the
effective use of the material in new ways. Iron had proved its ability to be cast in precise
forms, carry greater loads compared to its own weight, and span distances with increased
rigidity. This advancement in the application of structural iron led to first iron bridges
designed and erected by engineers. The first cast iron bridge was erected at
10

Coalbrookdale, Shropshire, in 1779, across the River Severn. The design and
construction of this bridge demonstrated the early practice of combining the expertise of
different disciplines in the iron industry. The great ironmaster John Wilkinson provided
the architect Thomas Farnolls Pritchard with the scientific data to design the bridge, and
the local foundries of the Darbys provided the technical knowledge to erect the bridge.
This cast iron bridge was the first of its kind in the world, and it still stands today. The
iron bridges that followed the Coalbrookdale Bridge were a testament to the efficiency of
the design teams of architects, engineers, and craftsmen of Great Britain. During the late
eighteenth century, the English demonstrated they had quite a few diverse men who not
only understood the engineering involved to design cast iron bridges, but also an
understanding of other disciplines as well. One of the most influential engineers of the
time was not necessarily known for his knowledge of engineering, but more for the
revolutionary words he wrote. Tom Paine, the author of the Rights of Man and a pioneer
in engineering, had produced a design for a cast iron bridge to span the Schuylkill
(Gloag, 1948). Thomas Telford, a stonemason from early childhood, engineered many of
the early suspension bridges throughout Great Britain. Many more craftsmen-turnedarchitects, ironmasters-turned-engineers, and scientists-turned-designers influenced the
increased applications and wide spread use of cast iron as a structural material than are
mentioned here, but all these men have etched their place in history with the structures
and engineering knowledge they left the centuries to come. Though centuries have past
since the first piece of iron was used for structural applications, the evidence and
influence of the development of various professional practices of design and engineering
are reflected in the architectural and engineering firms of today.
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CHAPTER 3
CAST AND WROUGHT IRON
History of Iron Making
In mankind’s search for stronger and more abundant building materials, one does
not have to look much deeper than the earth’s crust. Geologists and scientists have
determined that iron is the most common of all metals and the fourth most abundant
element; the earth’s crust contains about five per cent iron. Iron, as an element, is quite
different from commercial iron used in architectural and engineering applications. The
pure element, with the chemical symbol Fe, has an atomic weight of 56, specific gravity
of 7.8, and a melting point of 1,535°C (Angus, 1976). Chemically pure iron is of little
use and usually only found in the laboratory for the purposes of experimentation and
education. In fact, iron is never found as a metal in nature, except in the rare case of
meteoric iron. Iron is usually found in chemical combination with other elements and
mixed with other materials. These other elements and materials have to be removed
before the iron can be used. The ironfounder (or steelmaker as they are called today) had
the difficult, tedious, and sweltering job to vary the chemical composition and physical
properties of the iron ore into a finished metal.
Iron ores are the naturally occurring sources of iron. The most abundant of the
iron ores is iron oxide. Iron has a particular affinity for oxygen, and if iron is left
unprotected, iron will oxidize and become rust (an iron oxide). It will combine with
oxygen in varying proportions, and through the process of reduction, or removing the
oxygen and other elements and materials, usable iron can be produced. The exception to
this process is the reduction of meteoric iron. Meteoric iron is a natural alloy of iron and
nickel. This type of iron is found so rarely throughout the world that meteoric iron is
almost never used to produce commercial iron (Gale, 1967). Not all iron-containing
materials are of use to the ironmaker. New techniques and advances in technology have
produced grades of iron from materials containing less than 25 per cent of iron. At one
time, nothing less than about 40 percent iron content was considered for mining, but
12

ironmakers in Great Britain developed the techniques that made the lower grade
materials efficient for mining.
The history of iron can be defined by the way in which iron was developed for
commercial use. Iron has three basic forms: wrought iron, cast iron, and steel. In its
earliest form, most iron produced for commercial use was wrought iron. Wrought iron is
ductile, can be shaped while hot by hammering or rolling. Wrought iron can also be
welded while hot, and this technique is known as fire welding. More shaping can be
done while the iron is cold but it will require much more force. Wrought iron is ductile,
and it is resistant to fatigue and corrosion. Wrought iron resists tensile stresses very well
and has a tensile strength of about 50 to 70 ksi. In forging many structural materials, the
waste produced by refining is discarded, but the slag (waste material) in the production
of wrought iron helps in welding by acting as a flux. It is generally considered to inhibit
corrosion.
Until about the fifteenth century, all the iron made was wrought iron. In the early
days of iron making, the mismanagement of the process produced cast iron, and there
was no use for this type of iron and no means were known of converting it to wrought
iron. Means would eventually be found for using cast iron, and for converting it to
wrought iron and then to steel. In modern iron making, most of the world’s production
of iron from the ore is almost entirely first into cast iron and then into either wrought iron
or steel (Gale, 1967).
The type of equipment used in the iron making process defines the historical
development of iron. This equipment was quite simple. A furnace was constructed of
fire-resisting clay, or of fire-resisting stones bound together with clay, and a charcoal fire
was lighted in it. A small amount of iron ore was fed into the fire, which was kept
burning brightly by the means of bellows. These bellows kept up a steady blast of air to
the fire until it was judged that the operation was complete. The iron ore would then be
reduced, and the furnace would be broken open. A small amount of spongy iron mixed
with slag would be taken out. This piece of iron was then beaten to expel as much of the
slag as possible and to consolidate it. The iron remaining was called a ‘bloom’ and from
it the primitive furnaces got the name ‘bloomeries’. These bloomeries varied in
construction according to district and local customs, but the principal operation remained
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the same, and the product was always directly-reduced wrought iron. In some cases, the
fire could burn too hot causing the iron to take up more carbon from the charcoal than
desired, and the result was the production of cast iron. This material was considered
useless at this time.
Cast iron was viewed as a useless by-product of the iron making process until the
introduction of the blast furnace from Europe sometime during the fifteenth century.
Now, for the first time, the ore was deliberately reduced to cast iron which was then
converted to wrought iron by a second process. This began the production of iron by the
indirect process, which remains the basis today of most of the world’s steelmaking.
Properties
The three basic ferrous alloys are wrought iron, cast iron, and steel. These alloys
differ greatly from each other in their properties and their suitability for building
purposes. The primary differences arise from the amount of carbon contained in each.
The term cast iron identifies a large family of ferrous alloys. The ASM Specialty
Handbook defines cast irons as irons that are “multicomponent ferrous alloys, which
solidify with a eutectic.” They contain major amounts of iron, carbon, and silicon and
minor amounts of alloying elements. Historically, the first classification of cast iron was
based on its fracture. These classifications included white and gray iron, the color
describing the fracture surface of each. White iron fractures along the iron carbide
plates, and gray iron fractures along the graphite plates (flakes). Another classification
scheme divides cast irons into four basic types: white iron, gray iron, ductile iron, and
malleable iron. Ductile iron derives its name from the fact that, in the as-cast form, it
exhibits measurable ductility. By contrast, neither white nor gray iron exhibits
significant ductility in a standard tensile test. Malleable iron is cast as white iron, and
then heat-treated to impart ductility to an otherwise brittle material or “malleabilized”
(Davis, 1996).
For common cast iron, the main elements of the chemical composition are carbon
and silicon. For ductile iron (spheroidal graphite iron), minor elements can significantly
alter the structure in terms of graphite morphology, chilling tendency, and matrix
structure. Minor elements can promote the spheroidization of graphite or can have an
adverse effect on graphite shape. The minor elements that adversely effect graphite
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shape are said to degenerate graphite shape. This graphite shape is the single most
important factor affecting the mechanical properties of cast iron. In general, alloying
elements have the same influence on structure and properties of ductile iron as for gray
iron (Davis, 1996). Therefore, alloying of this type is more common in ductile iron than
in gray iron.
Compacted graphite (CG) irons have a graphite shape between spheroidal and
flake, and most of the properties of CG irons lie between those of gray and ductile iron.
The graphite shape is controlled, as in the case of cast iron, through the content of minor
elements. Malleable cast irons differ from other types of irons in that they have an initial
as-cast white structure, that is, a structure consisting of iron carbides in a pearlitic matrix.
The final structure consists of graphite and pearlite, pearlite and ferrite, or ferrite. The
heat treatment of malleable iron determines the final structure of this iron. Davis writes:
It has two basic stages. In the first stage, the iron carbide is decomposed
in austenite and graphite. In the second stage, the austenite is transformed
into pearlite, ferrite, or a mixture of the two. Although there are some
compositional differences between ferritic and pearlitic irons, the main
difference is in the heat treatment cycle. When ferritic structures are to be
produced, cooling rates in the range of 3 to 10 °C/h (5 to 18 °F/h) are
required through the eutectoid transformation in the second stage. This is
necessary to allow for a complete austenite-to-ferrite reaction. When
pearlitics are to be produced, different schemes can be used. The goal of
the treatment is to achieve a eutectoid transformation according to the
austentite-to-pearlite reaction. In some limited cases, quenchingtempering treatments are used for malleable irons. (13)
Altering the internal structure of irons, by elemental manipulation through processes,
differentiates the various properties of these irons. In addition to altering the internal
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structure of cast irons through different processes, alloying can be a very efficient
method of enhancing the properties of cast irons.
Alloying cast irons are considered to be those casting alloys that contain one or
more alloying elements intentionally added to enhance one or more useful properties.
Davis notes that alloying differs from inoculation in that inoculation refers to “the
addition of a small amount of a substance (e.g., ferrosilicon, cerium, or magnesium) that
is used to control size, shape, and/or distribution of graphite particles” and “the quantities
of material used for inoculation neither change the basic composition of the solidified
iron nor alter the properties of individual constituents” (14). Alloying elements,
including silicon when it exceeds about 3%, are usually added to increase the strength,
hardness, hardenability, or corrosion resistance of the basic iron and they are often added
in quantities sufficient to affect the occurrence, properties, or distribution of constituents
in the microstructure (Davis, 1996).
Alloying elements are used almost exclusively to enhance resistance to abrasive
wear or chemical corrosion or to extend service at elevated temperatures. Adding small
amounts of alloying elements such as chromium, molybdenum, or nickel can give gray
and ductile irons a higher strength to ensure the attainment of a specified minimum
strength in heavy sections. Table 1 lists approximate ranges of alloy content for various
types of alloy cast irons (all tables are located in the Appendix). The listed ranges serve
only to identify the types of alloys used in specific kinds of applications. White cast
irons do not have any graphite in the microstructure, and are usually very hard and quite
resistant to abrasive wear. This type of iron can be produced either throughout the
section by adjusting the composition or only partly inward from the surface by casting
against a chill. The latter iron is referred to as chilled iron. Chilled iron is virtually free
from graphitic carbon. The more slowly cooled portions of the casting will be gray or
mottled iron. Adjusting the composition of the metal, the extent of inoculation, and the
pouring temperature can control the depth and hardness of the chilled portion. The main
difference between chilled iron and white iron is that chilled iron is fine grained and
exhibits directionality perpendicular to the chilled face, while white iron is ordinarily
coarse grained, randomly oriented, and white throughout, even in relatively heavy
sections (Davis, 1996). Corrosion-resistant irons derive their resistance to chemical
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attack from their high alloy content. Depending on the processes used to create it, a
corrosion-resistant iron can be white, gray, or nodular in both form and distribution of
carbon (Davis, 1996).
Heat-resistant irons combine resistance to high-temperature oxidation and scaling
with resistance to softening or microstructural degradation. Davis describes heatresistant as “ferritic or austenitic as -cast; carbon exists predominantly as graphite, either
in flake or nodular form, which subdivides heat-resistant irons into either gray or ductile
irons” (15).
Physical properties such as density, thermal conductivity, specific heat, electrical
resistivity, and damping capacity define the use of cast iron. Certain properties are
affected more by the shape, size, and distribution of the graphite particles than by any
other attribute of the structure. The mircostructural distribution affects the density of cast
iron, whereas, the form and distribution of the graphite particles directly affects cast
iron’s thermal and electrical conductivity. Table 2 summaries the densities and thermal
conductivities of the various microstructures of cast iron.
Density refers to the mass per unit volume of a solid material, expressed in g/cm3
or lb/in3 for example. The three factors that largely affect iron’s density are type of
microconstituents present, the composition, and temperature. Graphite has a low density,
so the larger the amount of graphite present in an iron, the lower the density of that iron.
Silicon also lowers the density of iron. The density of all the cast irons decreases with
increasing graphite content. The tensile strength also decreases with increasing graphite
content, and lower-strength irons of all types generally exhibit this lower density (Davis,
1996). This relationship between tensile strength and density can is shown in Table 3.
For ductile iron, density is largely affected by carbon content and by the degree of
graphitization and any amount of microporosity. Microporosity will produce a lower
density, depending on the amount present.
Compacted graphite irons have densities similar to those of both gray and ductile
irons. The density of malleable irons is higher than that of other unalloyed or low-alloy
irons because of their lower graphite content. Completely annealed ferritic malleable
iron also has a lower density than the pearlitic and martensitic matrix irons. In white
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irons, the increasing carbon content tends to decrease density and increasing the amount
of retained austenite in the structure tends to increase density.
Like density, the thermal conductivity of cast irons is affected by factors
attributed to the microconstiuents. Graphite morphology, microstructure, alloying
additions, and temperature all influence thermal conductivity. Of these factors, graphite
shape is the most influential. As the shape of the graphite changes from flake to
intermediate forms to fully spherical shapes, there is less difference between the thermal
or electrical conductivity of the cast iron and that of steel. Ductile irons have higher
electrical conductivity and lower thermal conductivity than gray irons (Davis, 1996).
Graphite exhibits the highest thermal conductivity of all the microconstituents in cast
irons. The ferritic gray, malleable, ductile, and compacted graphite irons have higher
thermal conductivities than iron with a pearlitic matrix. The thermal conductivity of
gray, ductile, and compacted graphite irons may be influenced by the amount of silicon,
nickel, and aluminum. These elements lower the thermal conductivity. The thermal
conductivity of cast irons decreases with increasing temperature for plain and alloy irons.
The thermal conductivity of gray irons increases as the amount of free graphite increases
and as the flakes become coarser and longer. Gray irons have considerably higher values
than ductile irons at all temperatures. The ferritic grades of ductile irons have a higher
thermal conductivity than pearlitic grades. The thermal conductivity of compacted
graphite iron is close to that of gray cast iron and higher than that of ductile iron. This
behavior is due to the fact that much like flake graphite compacted graphite is
interconnected. As for gray irons, increasing the carbon equivalent results in higher
thermal conductivity for compacted graphite irons. White irons have much lower thermal
conductivity values than graphitic irons. As described earlier, and because of the amount
of nickel, austenitic gray and ductile irons have lower thermal conductivities than the
unalloyed gray and ductile iron (Davis, 1996).
Much like the factors that influence thermal conductivity, graphite structure,
matrix constituents, alloying elements, and temperature influence the electrical resistivity
of cast irons. The resistivity of all types of cast irons increases with temperature. Carbon
and silicon have the greatest influence on the electrical resistivity of cast iron. The lower
the carbon and the silicon, the lower the resistivity of the iron itself. When carbon is
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present as graphite, coarse flake graphite structures give the highest resistivity, with a
lowering of the resistivity as the flakes become finer (see Table 4).
Although cast irons exhibit relatively little magnetic properties as compared to
alloys with permanent magnetic metals, cast irons are often used for parts that require
known magnetic properties. Cast iron can be cast into intricate shapes and sections more
easily than most permanent magnetic alloys (Davis, 1996).
Another important physical property of iron is its damping capacity. Davis
defines damping as: “the ability to absorb vibration” (435). Components made of
materials with a high damping capacity can reduce noise and minimize the level of
applied stresses. Excessive vibration can cause inaccuracy in precision machinery and
excessive wear on gear teeth and bearings. Using various types of cast iron can solve
many problems that are due to vibrations. The damping capacity of gray iron is much
greater than that of steel or other kinds of iron. This behavior is attributed to the graphite
structure of gray iron. This damping capacity decreases with increasing strength, because
the larger amount of graphite present in the lower-strength irons increases the energy
absorbed. Larger cast section thicknesses increase damping capacity (Davis, 1996).
Ductile irons also show a capacity for damping in mechanical parts and gears.
The presence of graphite is responsible for the fact that the modulus of elasticity of
ductile iron is lower than that of steel. Graphite has about one third of the density of the
steel matrix, and an iron containing 3% free graphite will, therefore, contain about 9% of
graphite by volume. The properties of ductile iron closely resemble those of medium
carbon steel and can replace steel under many conditions of use (Gagnebin, 1957). The
presence of the graphite also contributes to machinability and results in machinability
ratings for ductile iron similar to those of gray cast irons having the same hardness. The
presence of the graphite acts as a lubricant during cutting, and also tends to break up the
chips (Gagnebin, 1957). Like ductile and gray irons, compacted gray irons have a
damping capacity between that of gray and ductile irons. The processes, which create
different irons, also affect the amount of damping capacity they will exhibit. Malleable
irons exhibit good damping and fatigue strength and are useful for long service in highly
stressed parts. The production of high internal stresses by quenching malleable iron can
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double the damping capacity, which is then gradually reduced, as tempering relieves
residual stresses (Davis, 1997).
Alloying materials add not only favorable properties to cast irons, but also
increase cast irons’ resistivity to corrosion. The alloying elements generally used to
enhance the corrosion resistance of cast irons include silicon, nickel, chromium, copper,
and molybdenum. Other alloying elements frequently used include vanadium and
titanium (Davis, 1996). Silicon is the most important alloying element used to improve
the corrosion resistance of cast irons. Silicon is generally not considered an alloying
element until levels exceed 3%. Silicon levels above 14% increase corrosion resistance
dramatically. Silicon levels above 16% make the alloy extremely brittle and difficult to
manufacture. Like silicon, nickel also increases corrosion resistance. Nickel increases
corrosion resistance by the formation of protective oxide films of the surface of castings.
Although nickel increases the resistance to corrosion, it is much more important as a
strengthening and hardening addition. Like nickel, chromium increases the corrosion
resistance of cast iron by the formation of protective oxides on the surface of castings.
Davis states that the oxides formed “will resist oxidizing acids but will be of little benefit
under reducing condition. High chromium additions, like higher silicon additions, reduce
the ductility of cast irons” (437). Copper is usually added to cast irons to enhance
atmospheric-corrosion resistance. Although molybdenum is usually added to increase the
strength of cast iron, it is also used to enhance corrosion resistance, particularly in highsilicon cast irons. For optimum corrosion resistance, about 3 to 4% Mo is added.
Unlike cast iron, the demand for wrought iron has decreased in recent years. The
use of wrought iron has been limited to architectural features, but the modern steel
industry still has been able to replace wrought iron completely (Bashforth, 1948).
Wrought iron contains a very small amount of carbon, between 0.2 percent and 0.35
percent. It can be forged, hammered, and rolled, but not cast. Skilled craftsman and
blacksmiths can work the wrought iron into architectural forms such as grilles, grates,
and fences. Most importantly, this alloy is known for its tensile strength (Gayle, 1998).
Wrought iron possesses a quality often referred to as “toughness” (Bashforth, 1948).
Toughness is a term used to describe the combination of properties such as elasticity,
ductility, and resistance to fatigue. Wrought iron also possesses the capacity for quick
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recovery from overstrains and retention of its ultimate strength at elevated temperature.
Table 5 compares the retention of ultimate strength of wrought iron to mild steel up to a
temperature of 750°F. Wrought iron also exhibits a good resistance to shock and
corrosion. Wrought iron breaks with a silky, fibrous fracture, which exhibits a dull bluish
or blackish-gray color. This color is due to the presence of ferrite crystals intermingled
with varying amounts of slag. The occulated slag contains most of the phosphorus
(Bashforth, 1948). Phosphorus in small quantities (up to 0.5 per cent) improves the
tensile strength of wrought iron and its resistance to atmospheric corrosion slightly, but it
makes iron brittle at low temperatures, giving rise to one of the notable phenomena in
early iron manufacture, cold-shortness (Wertime, 1962). The increasing labor costs and
control problems in the bloomeries associated with wrought iron gave rise to more
efficient metals for the same applications previously dominated by wrought iron.
Applications
Moisture in the atmosphere, water, acids, and chemicals, constantly attack and
eventually subdue even the hardest and best of steels; their corrosive effects confirm that
nothing material, not even tough iron and steel, is eternal. Such are the forces of
corrosion. Fatigue is manifested in iron and steel like any natural or manmade material.
Friction may be minimized but it can never be entirely overcome; wear and tear are
malevolent twins that never give odds. Failure in iron and steel is no reflection on
quality or design, and may be long deferred, but is inescapable. Even before iron and
steel reaches the point of useful service to mankind, the force of attrition is at work. At
every stage of converting iron into consumer or capital goods, some wastage is
unavoidable. At all times and under every circumstance a triad of forces is at work
against iron – obsolescence, corrosion, and failure (Barringer, 1954). Different types of
iron battle these forces constantly, and it is through this battle where iron defines itself.
Cast iron is the most common type of iron for commercial and industrial uses. Cast irons
can be cast into intricate shapes because of their excellent fluidity and relatively low
melting points and can be alloyed for improvement of corrosion resistance and strength.
With proper alloying, the corrosion resistance of cast irons can equal or exceed that of
other metals such as stainless steel and nickel-base alloys. Because of these excellent
properties and the low-cost of manufacturing, cast irons find wide application in
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environments that demand good corrosion resistance. Services in which cast irons are
used for their corrosion resistance include water, soils, acids alkalies, saline solutions,
organic compounds, sulfur compounds, and liquid metals. In some services, alloyed cast
irons offer the only economical alternative for constructing equipment (Davis, 1996).
Ductile iron pipe is widely used for sanitary sewer systems as well as structural columns
and plates. The agricultural industry as well as the automotive industry uses cast iron for
machine parts. Many stoves are still cast using iron, and the railroad industry still uses
cast iron for wheels and other parts where a high resistance to wear is required. In much
the same way as ductile iron is used, gray cast iron is used for everything from
lampposts, stoves, machine bases, soil pipe, radiators, engine blocks, machine tools,
heavy gears and even crankshafts. Gray cast iron had early applications in warfare.
Armies of the early sixteenth and seventeenth centuries used gray cast iron for cannons
and cannon balls.
Armies and soldiers throughout history have always had a use for iron in making
their implements and devices for warring. As long as iron has been used for building, it
has also been used for weapons. Early artifacts and records show that wrought iron was
particularly useful for gunmetal. The U.S. Navy even used cast iron for ships. Because
of its brittleness, the U.S. Navy found it necessary to prohibit the use of cast iron on
shipboard. Experience had shown that the impact forces resulting from near misses of
depth charges and bombs were sufficient to shatter cast iron components. In fact, on
some commercial freighters converted to Navy vessels during World War II, the cast iron
sea cock valves and others components were buried in concrete to protect personnel
against the possibility of being struck by shattered pieces during battle (Gagnebin, 1957).
Farmers also used U-shaped harnesses of wrought iron on their horses and mules for
working the harvest. As mentioned before, the first iron used was wrought iron.
Wrought iron was widely used by tradesmen to reinforce beams, forged into nails, and
used for highly intricate architectural designs such as gates, fences, and railings. When it
was discovered that the waste produced (cast iron or pig iron) in the creation of wrought
iron, could be used in many more applications, wrought iron became obsolete. With the
various types of structural and building materials available, wrought iron is limited to
providing architectural significance to design. Much like wrought iron’s early days,
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most of the wrought iron of today can be found in intricate gates, fences, and railings.
Where wrought iron failed, steel succeeded. Most applications where high tensile
stresses are present, steel is used instead of wrought iron.
Advantages and Disadvantages
Although wrought iron’s use is somewhat limited in modern times, cast iron has
many advantages over modern building materials. The fluidity of cast iron is far better
than that of steel because the casting temperature is considerably higher than the melting
point. The fluidity of any metal, including cast iron, is a direct function of the
differential between the pouring temperature and the solidification temperature. Due to
this fact, the fuel for processing cast iron can be in direct contact with the material and
this also achieves the high carbon content sought in the creation of cast iron. Cast iron
can also be melted in conventional furnaces, including the electric, crucible and the air
furnace, which is similar to an open hearth except that the air is not preheated. This
process makes creating cast iron by far the cheapest method of melting and is also a
reason for the low cost of installation (Gagnebin, 1957). In addition to these process
advantages, cast iron also has some product advantages deriving directly from the fact
that it contains free graphite. The presence of graphite improves its machinability quite
markedly over that of steel because the graphite particles break up the chips and also act
as a lubricant. The graphite particles also increase the resistance to mechanical wear, and
this advantage is far superior to that of steel. In this instance, the graphite itself
contributes to lubrication and in addition, the cavities occupied by the graphite provide
small reservoirs for holding and distributing the lubricant. There are certain items, such
as piston rings in internal combustion engines, which are lubricated in a marginal
manner, and which could not be made of any material except cast iron without extensive
redesign and without some sacrifice in performance. All these advantages, however, are
gained at a sacrifice in strength. Gagnebin states:
The metallic matrix of gray irons is filled with thousands of curved flakes of
graphitic carbon. These flakes are soft and weak and are similar in crystalline
makeup to natural graphite…Graphite flakes are responsible for the typical dark
gray fractures of gray iron, for the lack of appreciable ductility in gray iron and
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for the ease with which it can be machined. By breaking up the matrix, these
flakes decrease the strength of the iron; in fact, their influence is so pronounced
that it often outweighs all other factors controlling strength. Graphite flakes
produce these effects in various degrees according to their size, distribution and
amount (49).
Therefore, it is apparent that gray cast iron lacks appreciable ductility and that one factor
controlling its strength is the size, distribution and amount of the graphite flakes.
On the other hand, white cast iron contains no graphite and provides exceptional
resistance to wear and abrasion and is used in such applications as grinding balls, liners
on rock and ore crushers, ore chutes, freight cars wheels, plow points, rolling mill rolls as
well as in a variety of road machinery and agricultural implement parts. White cast iron
can be chilled to provide a white zone in specific areas that will be exposed to maximum
wear. White irons are more brittle than gray iron and considerably harder. White iron
castings tend to develop rather severe strains during solidification, especially when cast
against a chill. They are very rarely heated to temperatures above the critical, because
such treatment would tend to promote the formation of graphite, which is usually not
desired in white iron castings (Gagnebin, 1957).
Unlike white cast iron, ductile iron responds to heat treatment in a manner similar
to steel. It can be oil quenched, water quenched, and air cooled for high strength. It can
also be hardened by flame or induction heating. These processes and techniques can be
applied to gray iron but the risk of cracking is very great. In ordinary cast iron there is no
definite relationship between tensile strength and hardness because of the marked
influence of the shape, size and distribution of the flake on the strength without a
corresponding effect on hardness. Due to tests performed by the U.S. Navy, they
determined the limits of cast iron due to shatter failures and impact tests. As a result,
many components required on Naval vessels were difficult and expensive to construct in
steel, especially those of complex shape. Ductile iron in the annealed condition has now
been accepted as a material of construction for a variety of uses including electric motor
frames, compressor cylinders, valves and other parts. Another important property of
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ductile iron is that it is an elastic material like steel, and that stress is proportional to
strain under loads up to the proportional limit. Cast iron, on the other hand, does not
follow Hooke’s law, because the flake graphite, in addition to interrupting the matrix,
causes internal notches which act to concentrate stress locally when a load is applied (see
figure A-5). In flake graphite iron, proportionality of stress to strain exists only with
extremely light loading and beyond that, permanent deformation occurs. Therefore, if a
ductile iron bar is loaded to a stress of one half its tensile strength and the stress relaxed,
the bar will resume its original dimensions. Cast iron, on the other hand, loaded to one
half its tensile strength will be permanently stretched. The reason for this difference in
behavior is that the internal notching of cast iron sets up local stress concentrations at the
ends of the graphite flakes greater than the yield point of the material and, therefore, with
relatively light overall loads, high degrees of stress concentration are developed within
the iron itself (Gagnebin, 1957). The modulus of elasticity of ductile iron is lower than
that of steel due to the presence of graphite.
In conclusion, ductile iron’s properties resemble very closely those of medium
carbon steel. Furthermore it seems likely that it can replace steel under many conditions
of use. In addition to combining the process advantages of cast iron with product
properties resembling those of cast steel, ductile iron retains some of the product
advantages of gray cast iron. One such very important property is the resistance to
mechanical wear. The presence of the graphite, as stated earlier, contributes directly to
the lubrication of rubbing surfaces and also provides reservoirs for accommodating and
holding lubricants. Good mechanical wear resistance is an extremely important property
since most properly designed machinery eventually fails by wear. Its exceptional wear
resistance has made its presence felt in a number of application, including crankshafts,
gears and many other items. Another gray iron property retained in ductile iron is its
corrosion resistance. Gray cast iron resists weathering better than steel and is usually
considered to have an advantage of four or five in this respect. This can be readily
observed by noting the rust accumulations beneath a steel fence in contrast to the lack of
rust in the vicinity of cast hydrants and lampposts. In summary, it can be said that
ductile iron combines the process advantages of cast iron with mechanical properties
resembling those of steel and that, in addition, it retains the important advantage of
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excellent wear resistance, machinability and corrosion resistance of gray cast iron
(Gagnebin, 1957).
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CHAPTER 4
IRON IN BUILDINGS
From Railings to Beams
The ironmasters of the British and American Industrial Revolutions increased not
only the knowledge of iron as a building material, but also expanded its use from tools
and machines to buildings and bridges. The first of these buildings to display the use of
cast iron as a building material was a cotton mill erected in 1801 in Manchester. This
mill was the first successful display of cast iron beams as structural units. Boulton and
Watt designed these beams, and they reflect the absolute skill of the designer,
considering the somewhat limited knowledge of the material at the time. The mill was
140 feet long, 42 feet wide, and seven stories high. The width of the building was
divided into three bays, each of 14-foot span, by two rows of cast iron stanchions at 9foot intervals, the floor being carried on inverted T type cast iron beams 14 feet long.
For the next twenty years this mill was the model for many others, and the form of the
building and form of beam varied very little until the mid nineteenth century. This
design changed only after a series of practical experiments by William Fairbairn, in
which he developed a more efficient design by increasing the area of the bottom flange
of beams (Gloag, 1948).
Decoratively, cast and wrought iron had a considerable influence on late
eighteenth century architecture. In the layout of such large London estates as the
Bedford, Portland, Grosvenor, Berkeley and Portman, and in similar building schemes in
towns all over the country, the terrace house created a demand for miles of railing of
repetitive design, which foundries could produce easily and economically. These houses,
which contained basements, needed protective rails around the areas, which lighted the
lower floors, and apart from the decorative value of a railed balcony at the first floor,
there was its safety value in case of fire. Many of the earlier balconies and railings were
of wrought iron, but as the custom and demand increased, cast iron was more frequently
used. The first cast iron railings recorded were those used at St. Paul’s Cathedral, which
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were fixed in 1714. The rails are of baluster form with a stronger member of similar
profile at seven or eight foot intervals. Gloag writes, “There were over 2,500 of the main
type and 150 of the heavier type, the whole, with all the accessories, weighing about 200
tons” (115). And Isaac Ware says in The Complete Body of Architecture, 1756,
“that cast iron is very serviceable to the builder and a vast expense is saved in
many cases by using it; in rails and balusters it makes a rich and massy
appearance when it has cost very little, and when wrought iron, mush less
substantial, would cost a vast sum” (Gloag, 1948).
Apart from all the visible and obvious decorative uses, and the structural employment of
cast iron in mills, factories, and warehouses, architects in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries discovered that it was a convenient and adaptable material and made
it perform a variety of unusual and now almost forgotten tasks. Gloag writes of one
example.
John Summerson records that when, in 1942, he measured the lantern on the roof
of the Middle Temple Hall ‘a light and graceful piece of early nineteenth century
Gothic’ he ‘firmly believed the whole thing was made of timber, until, in 1944,
the roof was burnt and down came great chunks of the neatest cast iron cusping
imaginable (118).
John Nash used cast iron not only in railings, as he did in Regents Park, but
structurally and decoratively, as he did in Carlton House Terrace, Buckingham Palace,
and the Pavilion at Brighton. Nash’s experiments with cast iron as a material for bridges
were elementary from an engineering point of view, compared with the work of Rennie
and Telford, and it was not until he had the opportunity to design on a much larger scale
that he realized how cast iron could help him in his great building schemes in London
and southern England. In 1815 Nash began his designs for the extension of the Pavilion
at Brighton, and by the end of the following year the main gallery was completed with its
two famous staircases of cast iron in the Chinese manner, with bamboo so successfully
simulated that many people to this day do not detect the imitation. Nash also used the
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new material for elegant, thin, decorated pillars, carrying the roof of several rooms, with
particular success in the great Kitchen where they took up much less floor space than
would have been necessary for the normal type of construction. Nash began the
rebuilding of the Regent Street Quadrant in 1818. In its original form its 145 great
Roman Doric columns carried through the ground floor and mezzanine floor. These
columns were all of cast iron carrying a stone entablature; so were the later columns to
the wings at Buckingham Palace; and still later, in 1827, cast iron was used for the Greek
Doric columns carrying the terrace to Carlton House (Gloag, 1948).
Cast iron had arrived as a building material. It had been accepted and used in
architecture as wood and stone and brick had been used, and was brought into the
framework of contemporary architectural design. Only in large-scale engineering had its
use stimulated a new technique of design (Gloag, 1948).
As mentioned before, Tredgold advanced the use of iron as a structural member
with his beam designs. He advocated a beam with equal top and bottom flanges, but it
was Professor Hodgkinson and his research in 1827 that proved the superiority of a beam
with a wide bottom flange and a smaller top flange. This improvement in the capabilities
of the cast iron beam, together with the desire to raise the standard of fire-resistance in
buildings, increased the general use of these beams and incidentally rendered practical an
increase in the size of the fourteen-foot bays into which mills and factories had, till then,
been divided, thus allowing greater areas of open floor space between stanchions for
accommodating machinery. Beams of this revised section were used extensively to carry
the floors of buildings and also as the main girders in bridges up to forty feet in span.
The research work of Hodgkinson and Fairbairn in the first half of the nineteenth century
influenced the whole cast iron industry. They experimented with cast and wrought iron,
and foresaw many of the results of present-day research and the improvements that were
necessary in foundry technique before our own contemporary metallurgical standards
could be attained. These researchers encouraged an extensive use of cast iron in mills,
warehouses, factories, churches, and public buildings. The main uses were for vertical
supports and for the beams supporting the floors of multi-story buildings. Many of the
old warehouses of Britain still exist, and in many more the cast iron work was only
brought to light by air raid damage in London, Birmingham, Hull, and other industrial
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areas. But it was not only in Britain that cast iron played a major part in building. All
over the world the cast iron column, due to its fire-resistant qualities, its cheapness,
simplicity of manufacture and its support of heavy loads, was found to be playing a
significant role in architecture (Gloag, 1948).
In America, as early as the eighteen forties, and later in Britain, cast iron was
used to provide the frame for what was almost a pre-fabricated building, and later even
the first skyscrapers had the cast iron column as the chief means of support. The
influence of cast iron could be seen from the waterfront of St. Louis to the Capitol at
Washington. In fact, the Capitol at Washington was replaced by a dome with cast iron
ribs, which was altered in 1870, further cast iron work being added. William Wilkins
used cast iron columns and beams in the construction of University College, in London,
in 1828. By this time cast iron was being used for greenhouses, conservatories, and
exhibition buildings. Such works demanded a new technique, and for the first time it
could be said that the roof and walls of a structure were of glass, held in a light metal
frame. Not only did iron find a use in these metal frame buildings, but also some
architects used iron pipes to carry rain water in roof drains. One of the ingenious
architects, formally trained as head gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, was Joseph
Paxton. His experiences with iron encouraged him to design an exhibition building, one
of the first and greatest, in cast iron and glass known as the Crystal Palace (see figures A6 and A-7).
The Crystal Palace
The Crystal Palace, both architecturally significant and mathematically simple, is
considered one of the most ambitious and innovative structures of the Victorian era.
Steven Branchflower and John Petit give a brief but detailed description of the historical,
physical, and structural aspects of the Crystal Palace at the website
http://www.uoregon.edu/~struct/resources/case_studies/case_studies_simplebeams/paxto
n. The entire building was erected in seventeen weeks. This was a display of prefabrication on the grand scale. The entire structure was planned on straightforward
mathematical lines utilizing standard structural units and organized in multiples of unit
dimensions (Gloag, 1948).
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The Crystal Palace legitimized construction in iron in the popular mind. With the
design and construction of this great exhibition hall, iron finally “made” it from the
railways and beams of the seventeenth century to the desirable building material of the
nineteenth century, and Turpin Bannister has called the period of time following the
construction of the Crystal Palace a “state of mind which deserves the name of
Ferromania” (Gayle, 1998).
The Astor Exchange
The era of cast iron architecture, mid-to-late nineteenth century, opened up new
structural and decorative possibilities and pointed toward modern urban architecture.
The hallmark of the new architecture was its use of iron for the exterior walls and often
the framing of large commercial and industrial buildings. Cast iron architecture grew out
of the industrial revolution’s expanded use of iron and acquired a strong association with
American building because the era coincided with the rapid growth of the cities and
towns of this country. James Bogardus, highly regarded in nineteenth-century America
as an inventor, was a pioneer of this new architecture. When the idea of an American
Crystal Palace was proposed, Bogardus submitted a design of a cast iron framed building
with a suspended roof. Although his design was not chosen for New York’s Crystal
Palace for the 1852 world’s fair exhibition hall, he almost immediately applied in an
actual building the principal of the suspended roof that he had put forth in the
competition. By the fall of 1852 he was at work constructing an elegant iron and glass
enclosure incorporating a suspended roof in the interior courtyard of Astor House in
downtown New York City (Gayle, 1998). Boston architect Isaiah Rogers built the Astor
House, New York’s first luxury hotel, for John Astor in 1835. Architect Rogers designed
the hotel’s grani te five stories and 309 rooms around a vast inner courtyard. Within the
tree-shaded courtyard Bogardus erected a large pavilion that amply fulfilled the purpose
of creating a space where guests might receive visitors, travelers could check baggage,
send messages, or get a quick meal, and where local businessmen could keep
appointments. This grand area quickly became know as “The Exchange.” Gayle states
that Scientific American described it as follows:
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The structure is entirely of glass and iron, in the form of an ellipse, eighty-six feet
by fifty-one in diameter. The roof is…supported by two columns… The
building is constructed on the patent principle for iron buildings invented by Mr.
Bogardus, of this city of the firm of Bogardus and Hoppin… The style of the
architecture is novel and graceful, exhibiting much to admire and please (118).
Borgardus’s use of a suspended roof in the Astor Exchange caught the attention of
contemporaries. Critics singled it out because the roof was a new feature in architecture;
it was constructed on the suspension principle, having girders springing in curved lines
from post to post. Despite the popularity of Bogardus’ Exchange, it was lost in May
1913, when the southern half of the Astor House, by then drab and run down, was
demolished to allow for subway construction. Although some urged that the rotunda of
the building be preserved for reuse elsewhere, this did not happen (Gayle, 1998).
Changing Demands and Changing Materials
As the Victorian era came to an end, cast iron fell out of favor. Construction of
cast-iron fronts slowed in the last decades of the nineteenth century, and then petered out.
Owners who needed more space or wanted to adopt the latest style now turned to the
newly refined technology and greater economy of steel. The five- or six-story iron front
was replaced by the taller building made possible by the steel frame, together with the
elevator and electrical lighting. Iron was still used for several decades in some interior
framing, and on occasion architects used large cast-iron window enframements, often
with decorative cast-iron panels. The older stock of cast-iron buildings began to be
weeded out. Their owners to make way for newer, taller ones, pulled down individual
buildings. The older style was regarded with the contempt that the modern often has for
the past. Ironically, governmental policies meant to improve the quality of life in
American cities proved to be the greatest threat to cast-iron architecture. Urban renewal,
which was undertaken in many older cities during the several decades following World
War II, aimed to remake decaying neighborhoods by clearing entire areas and rebuilding
according to development plans or by construction of great expressways to speed the
passage of automobile through cities. Gayle states that:
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With changes in patterns of urban industry and commerce, partly brought on by
the great shift of population to the suburbs, many of the candidates for “slum
clearance” actions were the old mercantile districts in city centers, by now
abandoned by commerce. These were the very portions of cities that had been
built or rebuilt during the second half of the nineteenth century, in the heyday of
cast-iron architecture. Often these now-dilapidated blocks contained many ironfront buildings, among them some of the finest examples, and urban renewal
campaigns claimed much of the remaining cast-iron architecture in old downtown
areas that had managed to survive the other dangers (229).
Therefore, the economics and structural properties of steel eclipsed the largescale use of iron in buildings, and began the end of the Age of Iron.
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CHAPTER 5
IRON ROADWAYS
The Development of Iron Roads
Decades before the decorative and functional iron columns, beams, and railings
rose out of the ground to construct and support the buildings of the Victorian era, iron
was used in the early transportation systems of the nineteenth century. The period of
forty years between 1820 and 1860 may be regarded as the “heroic age” of British
engineering. Thomas Telford, the British ironfounder, had in the previous thirty years
improved the road system and helped to create the network of canals; but the following
period of industrial and mechanical progress made a new pace for the affairs of men, and
saw the beginning of those future developments of transport and communication (Gloag,
1948). The railways, or the “iron roads” as they were called, evolved from tram roads,
which had been in use for many generations in the collieries. As early as 1630 wooden
planks were embedded in the track on which horse-drawn coal wagons ran. Gloag states
that historical records describe the wooden rails as “formed with a rounded upper
surface, the wheels were made of cast iron and hollowed in the manner of a metal pulley”
(161). This custom spread throughout Britain and improvements were gradually made.
Metal strips were nailed to the upper surface of the wooden rails, and cast iron rails were
tried, and it is probable that the first to be used were those at Whitehaven in 1738. Gloag
lists some of the first uses of iron in railways “by the Darbys in 1767; and in 1776, at a
Sheffield colliery, a cast iron tramway was nailed to wooden sleepers and was cast as an
L section to afford a guide for wheels. In 1789 a line at Loughborough, Leicestershire,
had a cast iron edge rail with flanges upon the cast iron tyre of the wheels to keep them
on the track, and these wheels may well be the forerunners of present-day railway
wheels” (162).
By 1820 it was common practice to move wagons with heavy loads on rail tracks.
Although the use of steam power had enormously increased the manufacture of
commodities, without the introduction of steam traction, the easy and rapid transport of
raw materials and economic distribution of goods would have been impossible.
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CHAPTER 6
IRON BRIDGES
Spanning the Gap
By the late nineteenth century, iron had become the miracle material for industrial
and architectural uses. The best example of iron’s engineered capabilities and its
aesthetic significance was displayed in numerous bridges designed and erected during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Although many of the bridges constructed during
this time were employed for many different uses and utilized various structural theories,
they had some basic similarities. They used cast iron for compression members and
wrought iron for tension members. It was this basic relationship of stresses and material
that provided man with the ability to literally span distances that at one time seemed
unreachable. Eric DeLony, the chief of the Historic American Engineering
Record/National Park Service, eloquently describes the role that iron bridges played not
only in American History, but also the history of the Age of Iron as spanning “the
enormous gap between wood and steel” and that “they are the lovely remnants of an era
of revolutionary technological change.”
The Iron Truss
In order to understand and appreciate the “work” that these iron bridges
performed, one must first understand the basics of a truss (see figure A-8). A truss is
simply an interconnected framework of beams that support loads. The beams are
arranged in a repeated triangular pattern, since a triangle cannot be distorted by stress.
The bottom and top of the truss are usually straight members called chords. A web of
vertical and diagonal members connects the top and bottom chords. The truss or bridge
is supported at the ends or intermediate points by abutments or piers, respectively. An
iron truss bridge is unlike a suspension bridge that supports the roadway from above or
an arch bridge that supports the roadway from below; rather it makes the roadway part of
the structural elements of the bridge, making it stiffer and stronger to resist various loads
(DeLony, 1994).

From these basic design elements and relationships, many patents
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were awarded to designers and engineers throughout America during the nineteenth
century.
Theodore Burr, in 1806, introduced the first patented bridge system widely used
in the United States. The design he patented combined both a load carrying arch and
stiffening truss system. This system was used throughout the United States for highways
and railroads. As popular as the Burr truss had become for major thoroughfares, the
Town-Lattice truss was used primarily in the wilderness. Ithiel Town patented this truss
design in 1820, and it provided certain advantages for use in the wilderness. The truss
could be built of plank, three to four inches thick, without intricate joints, and all
connections could be made of round oak pins. The chord and web members were all
formed from timbers of the same size, and the piers and abutments could be light due to
the absence of an arch system and horizontal pressures. Town’s design was the first
straight truss bridge, and it ease of erection made it a cheap and popular choice for canal
aqueducts, turnpikes, and railroad bridges. Much like the simplicity of construction of
the Town truss, the Long and Whipple trusses were notably simplistic in nature and were
based on previously established scientific principles (Delony, 1994).
Col. Stephen Harriman Long, an Army topographical engineer, received four
patents for trussed bridges between 1830 and 1839. Although most of these early trusses
were designed in wood, Town suggested as early as 1831 that his truss could be made of
iron. No builder tried an iron truss until 1859. The first important movement away from
wooden trusses to trusses made of iron came in 1840, when William Howe patented the
Howe truss. The Howe truss may be the closest that wooden-bridge design ever came to
perfection. In profile it closely resembled the Long truss, but Howe specified vertical
wrought-iron tension rods as well as heavy wooden diagonal compression members.
This foreshadowed another combination of building materials for bridges – cast and
wrought iron – ten years later. For simplicity of construction, rapidity of erection, and
ease of replacing parts, the Howe truss stands without rival (DeLony, 1994). In 1841
Squire Whipple patented the iron bowstring arch, and six years later he used it to
illustrate possibly the world’s first text on scientific truss -bridge design. Whipple’s
major breakthrough was analyzing truss members as a system of forces in equilibrium.
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Thomas Pratt, an engineer, developed and patented a truss in 1844 that was the
reverse of Howe’s, with vertical wooden compression members and diagonal iron tension
rods. DeLony describes the importance of the Pratt as follows:
The Pratt truss did not enjoy the popularity of the Howe truss at first because it
was less rigid and more expensive, since it used more iron. As the cost of iron
decreased, however, the price difference decreased as well, making the Pratt more
attractive because of its simpler connections and more logical distribution of
stresses (11).
The final important truss configuration was the Warren, or triangular, truss. Like
the truss designs preceding it, the Warren and Pratt trusses allowed an easy transition
from the wooden truss designs to the iron truss designs that dominated the landscapes in
the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries. These trusses (see figures A-9,10, and
11) were simple skeletal forms that adapted well to iron and eventually to steel (DeLony,
1994).
Significant Iron Bridges
The first iron bridge, as mentioned before, was cast in 1778 at England’s
Coalbrookedale Ironworks and erected the following year over the River Severn. This
bridge demonstrated the increasing versatility of cast iron as it spanned one hundred feet
on five cast-iron ribs. In 1786, Thomas Paine designed a four-hundred-foot cast and
wrought iron arch bridge with thirteen arched ribs – one for each state in the new union.
Although Paine’s design was not seriously considered in the United States until the
1830s, when Town and Long suggested that their wooden-bridge patents could be
constructed in iron.
Richard Delafield built a year after America’s first all -iron arch bridge; Earl
Trumbull built the first iron truss bridge in America spanning New York State’s Erie
Canal in 1840. This bridge was located in Frankfort, New York and spanned seventyseven feet. Only a few months later, Squire Whipple built his famous bowstring arch. In
1841 he patented his bowstring arch truss and started one of the country’s earliest bridge
companies. Whipple’s company was responsible for designing and building hundreds of
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iron bridges for canal, rail, and highway use. In 1846 Whipple published a pamphlet
called “An Essay on Bridge Building”, which later he extend ed to book length. Although
the volume was ignored for years, this was possibly the world’s first book on
mathematical truss analysis, and this began the rationale of bridge design that would
eventually raise the discipline from a craft to a profession.
During the mid-nineteenth century, bridge building in America and Europe made
great strides. Advances in technology in both construction and erection, but also material
specifications and fabrication, led to a ‘boom’ in the number of companies involved in
the bridge building business. During this period, Richard Osborne built America’s first
all iron railroad bridge. This bridge consisted of three lines of Howe trussing reaching
thirty-four feet across a small steam and called the Manayunk Bridge. In 1847 Frederick
Harbach built an iron Howe truss on the Western Railroad near Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
Later that year James Milholland built a bridge at Bolton Station, Maryland, using
girders-quite an advanced design for its time. Iron girders would become a common
feature of railroad bridges twenty years later. Other significant advances made with iron
in the bridge industry were the all-metal trusses of cast and wrought iron designed by
Henry Latrobe, Wendel Bollman, and Albert Fink which could support more than one
ton per linear foot. Bollman’s first major span, in 1851, was 124 feet long and spanned
the Potomac at Harpers Ferry. The following year Fink erected three trusses over 205
feet each. Both of Fink and Bollman’s bridges were suspension tr usses, with chords and
posts of cast iron and diagonal tension members of wrought iron. Due to the freedom of
rotation inherent in these designs, the trussing system could be analyzed using simple
mathematical formulas. Use of the Bollman and Fink all-iron pin connected trusses
revolutionized railroad-bridge design. “Soon after,” DeLony states, “the Pennsylvania
Railroad began building iron Pratt trusses stiffened with cast-iron arched, a design that
served as that railroad’s standard from 1851 to 1861” (16).
During the mid-nineteenth century, the Whipple truss, with end posts inclined
instead of straight up and diagonal tension members crossing two panels instead of one,
was the first of a new generation of metal trusses. In 1853 Whipple built a 146-foot span
of this type for a railroad near Trot, New York. He called it Whipple’s Trapezoidal
Truss. In 1859 John W. Murphy built a 162-foot span over the Morris Canal at
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Phillipsburg, New Jersey, for the Lehigh Valley Railroad, which was patterned after the
Whipple configuration but pin-connected throughout. It became known as the MurphyWhipple truss, and it became the standard truss type for long-span bridges for the rest of
the century. These trusses served the Eastern terrain of the United States, but as railroads
expanded westward, they encountered a formidable barrier: the Ohio River. The Ohio
River had been spanned earlier, but as trains got heavier, much stiffer bridges were
needed. Spanning the Ohio now demanded major technological improvements in design
and a deeper understanding of the way materials such as cast and wrought iron behaved
under stress. Instead of the weight of the trains being spread over the length of the trains,
engineers began to study the more realistic effects of designs where the majority of the
weight of the trains was concentrated at the engine and the axles (DeLony, 1994). This
type of analysis eventually led to the modern way in which steel bridges are designed for
heavy truckloads. In addition to this new analysis, the Pennsylvania Railroad introduced
testing machines to help engineers understand and measure material behavior. In 1863, a
machine builder, William Sellars, developed a machine with five hundred tons of
capacity, capable of testing full-size structural members. This series of developments
enabled Jacob Linville, chief engineer of the Keystone Bridge Company, to design and
build truss spans so long they could cross the Ohio River.
Bridge designing and building continued during the Civil War and, by the end of
the war, railroads were the most powerful economic and political force in the United
States. To cross the vast Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, engineers developed new, everlonger-span trusses. The Steubenville Bridge, in Ohio, with a channel span of 320 feet
and trusses 28 feet deep, was the first. Linville designed it for the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Chicago and St. Louis Railroad, using Whipple’s Trapezoidal Truss as his pattern. Its
completion in 1864 began the era of long-span truss-bridge design in America. Fink
followed with a hybrid Whipple-Pratt Bridge over the same river at Louisville in 1870,
with spans of 360 and 390 feet. The Whipple and Fink truss types both grew popular
because they could cover long distances but had shorted panel lengths for even load
distributions. The longest Fink-type span ever built was only 306 feet, but the MurphyWhipple, with its greater rigidity, reached an unfathomable distance of 518 feet.
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Although spanning the Ohio River was a great achievement in both civil
engineering and the science of manipulating cast and wrought iron, the most enduring
achievement of the postwar era was the bridging of the mighty Mississippi River. James
Buchanan Eads, not a trained engineer, accomplished this feat in 1874. The Eads Bridge,
the oldest and most graceful of the Mississippi River bridges, shattered all engineering
precedents with its double-deck design and its three ribbed steel arches that each spanned
more than five hundred feet (DeLony, 1994).
The success of the Eads Bridge ushered in the increasing developments of using
more and more steel in bridge construction. This success, combined with two disastrous
iron bridge failures, led to the demise of the use of cast and wrought iron in bridge
construction, and led to the end of the Age of Iron. One disaster occurred in 1876 in
America when the Ashtabula River Bridge plunged into the icy waters below, and the
other significant failure occurred three years later when the British railroad industry
suffered a similar catastrophe when a bridge failed under a passing train in Dundee,
Scotland at the Firth of Tay.
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CHAPTER 7
IRON DISASTERS
Bridge Failures
Many railroad bridges had collapsed before the failure of the Ashtabula River
Bridge, but never with such a great loss of life. Seventy-six people died when the 1865
cast- and wrought –iron bridge collapsed, plunging a passenger train into the river. This
type of collapse was mirrored when thirteen spans of the two-mile-long viaduct across
the Firth of Tay at Dundee, Scotland failed under a passing train. In the wake of these
collapses, bridges were examined in both countries, and many instances of defective
design and construction turned up. In the case of the Tay Bridge, a court of inquiry
determined that the failure had been caused by ignorance of metallurgy, uneven
manufacturing techniques, defective castings, and instability under wind loads. As did
the Tay Bridge disaster, the Ashtabula River Bridge failure shook the engineering
profession and weakened the railroad’s confidence in its bridges. Through investigations
in America and Britain, these bridge failures were due to a combination of frail floor
systems, broken castings, inadequate cross-sectional area of structural members, and
underestimating of natural forces such as wind. The effects of the Ashtabula Bridge
disaster are discussed further in this chapter.
The Ashtabula Bridge Failure
In order to understand the collapse of the Ashtabula Bridge, one must understand
the origin of the design and the men responsible for its construction. In 1830, Stephen
Harriman Long received a patent for an all-wood bridge truss. Long’s system was the
first parallel chord truss used for carrying railroad loads. In the 1840s, William Howe,
his brother-in-law Amasa Stone, Azariah Boody, and Daniel Harris developed and
marketed a truss that was the same as Long’s truss except that the vertical elements were
iron rods and the prestressing was accomplished by “screwing up” the nuts of the vertical
rods (Gasparini, 1993). From about 1845, iron versions of the Howe truss were built.
Amasa Stone and D.L. Harris built an iron Howe truss of 50-foot span for the Boston and
Providence Railroad.
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In the United States in the 1850s, iron railroad bridges were still uncommon.
Forged wrought iron was used for tension elements while cast iron was used for
compression elements. Gasparini notes “the tensile strength of wrought iron was thought
to be about 60,000 lb/sq in. and the compressive strength of cast iron between 90,000 and
140,000 lb/sq in. In general, elements were sized on the basis of a static allowable stress
much less than that which would cause rupture. Failures of iron railway axles did
motivate pioneering studies on fatigue in Europe in the 1850s and 1860s, but the
specifications written for bridge designs did not explicitly mention fatigue. During this
time, fatigue and brittle fracture were virtually unknown elements of design to the
engineers designing bridges (Gasparini, 1993).
The conceptual design of the Ashtabula Bridge was by Amasa Stone, then
president of the Cleveland, Painesville and Ashtabula Railroad. He was known as an
extremely successful builder and capitalist, and he had previously built about fifteen
miles of Howe bridges, so he naturally chose the Howe truss for the Ashtabula Bridge.
He chose to make it entirely of iron, perhaps to innovate, perhaps because his brother,
Andros B. Stone, was a partner in a rolling mill that was to provide the I beams. Stone
hired Joseph Tomlinson to determine member sizes and to prepare detailed fabrication
drawings. After the collapse, Tomlinson testified that he was a civil engineer in the
bridge business since 1846 and that he had built about fourteen bridges each year. Very
little else is known about him. Tomlinson designed the bridge, so that when it was
erected it, would still have about three and a quarter or four inch camber. The bridge
consisted of two simply supported Howe trusses 17.17 ft apart with a depth of 19.75 ft
and 14 panels of 11-ft length. It is uncertain whether Stone or Tomlinson defined the
height-to-span ratio of the bridge, the number of panels, and the critical connection
details. Gasparini lists some of the important features of the bridge as:
1.

The compressive diagonals and the top chords consist of groups of I
beams in parallel, not continuously interconnected.

2.

The top chord consists of segments that are two panels long. The
segments must fit between “lugs” on the iron casting. The lugs on the
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second panel point on the top chord must transfer the axial load forces
from the I-beams to the casting.
3.

The beams that carry the wooden floor rest directly on the top chord, thus
placing the top chord in flexure.

4.

The rails are placed such that a train essentially loads only one of two
trusses (111).

As in the design of any structure, the sizing of all parts of the bridge required
definition of design loads and analysis to determine the effects of the loads on all
elements of the bridge. The design loads were the dead load of the bridge and the live
load from a train. It is unlikely that wind, snow, and dynamic forces from a train were
explicitly considered. Investigators of the collapse estimated the weight of the bridge as
2,500 lb/ft and 2,800 lb/ft. Tomlinson testified that each truss was designed for a live
load of 2,500 lb/ft, a value that was still conservative in 1877 despite the steady increase
in train weights in the late nineteenth century (Gasparini, 1993).
The stress that can be safely applied on a compression member depends on the
slenderness of that member and the translational and rotational restraints along its length
and at the ends. The diagonal braces, the compressive forces elements, were
approximately 260-in. long; they consisted of I beams that were 6-in. high and had
flanges 4-in. wide. If it is assumed that the braces were not rotationally or translationally
restrained anywhere along their length and that the ends are pinned, then a stress of 8,000
psi would buckle the I sections used. Gasparini notes that “the I beams a ctually supplied
were somewhat undersized” (113). Tomlinson testified that the sections of the braces
were not what the drawings specified; and when they came to be turned out of the mill
they did not hold full size. The exact details of the initial design of the compressive
diagonal braces and the angle blocks are uncertain. Some of the lugs of the supportive I
beams were cast on the iron angle block to prevent movement of the diagonals,
especially during erection. Neither Tomlinson nor Stone testified in detail on the issue of
bending in the top chords, not on any other loading condition such as wind or snow or
the forces induced by tightening the nuts on the vertical elements (Gasparini, 1993).
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Tomlinson has resigned due to differences he had with Stone’s ideas of how the
fabrication and erection of the bridge should take place. Therefore, Charles Collins, a
carpenter who built and repaired wooden bridges, was given the responsibility for the
erection of the bridge. When asked if Collins had experience in ironwork or raising of
iron structures, he replied, “not in the least” (115).
Along with the problems of undersized members, a question as to how much
camber was appropriate also surfaced. During a site visit, Stone noted that the bridge
was not designed to have as much camber as it did. The 3.5 in. camber, which was
smaller than the one used by Tomlinson to detail member lengths, probably caused the
first erection problem. The members of the upper chord were too long and they would
not fit between the lugs on the angle blocks, because they were set in the braces before
the upper chord was put on. There is some uncertainty regarding what was done to fit the
chords. The final step in the erection prior to removal of the false work was the
“scre wing up” of the vertical rods to prestress the truss. The erection and construction of
the false work was halted on a few occasions to ensure a “tight bridge.” During this time
many adjustments such as shimming and tightening were performed. These adjustments,
in some instances, actually buckled some of the chord members. When the nuts were
released to relieve the buckling, some of the diagonals were prestressed close to their
buckling load.
At this point the chief engineers and designers decided that the diagonals should
be changed. Stone must have reflected on Tomlinson’s objections and decided to add I
beams to the diagonal compressive braces in the end panels. There is some uncertainty
regarding exactly how many, where and what size I beams were added. It is most likely
that two I-beams were added to the braces of the first two panels and one I beam was
added to the brace in the third panel. After the new members were added, some members
realigned, and still others modified, the bridge was again prestressed. A new load test
was then performed. The bridge was tested dynamically and statically with three trains.
At the time of these tests, the Ashtabula Sentinel reported that the structure depressed
five-eights of an inch; when the trains moved off, the bridge sprung back three-eights of
an inch leaving a sag of one-fourth inch. The bridge was now pronounced complete and
placed in service.
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During the midst of a winter storm, on December 29, 1876, a train pulled by two
locomotives was crossing the bridge. The train was heading west toward the Ashtabula
station at about 15 miles per hour. As the first locomotive was about to complete the
crossing, the bridge began to fail. The first locomotive was able to pull to safety onto the
west abutment but the second locomotive and eleven cars fell 65 ft. into Ashtabula
Creek. This tragedy shook the nation, and many Americans sorrowed by the stories of
the fall and severe fires that were started by the coal heating stoves in the cars. The
bridge collapse and the subsequent aftermath of the falling and burning train caused
eighty deaths.
The investigation that followed produced many contributing factors for the
collapse and criticisms of design and erection. The engineers estimated that each truss
carried a dead load of 1,260 lb/ft and an equivalent live load of 2,000 lb/ft from the train.
The snow load was not estimated and the wind was judged small, causing a lateral
pressure of 5lb/sq ft. The engineers also estimated that such a pressure would cause an
increase in the vertical force on the south truss of 2%; it was also estimated that the south
truss bore about 95% of the total weight of the train. That weight, equivalent to about
2,00lb/ft, was judged to be an ordinary load that the bridge commonly carried. Using the
estimated dead load and live gravity loads, the engineers determined the axial forces in
all truss members. It is difficult to estimate the strength of a compressive element
because the translational and rotational restraints at the ends and at the middle are
difficult to quantify and because the eccentricity with which the axial force is applied is
unknown. They found that the ratio of the estimated member strength to the computed
member force varied markedly from member to member. But in no case was this ratio
estimated to be smaller than one, even with conservative estimates of member strengths.
Although the engineers were unable to pinpoint the one member (either the top
chord or the compressive brace) that initiated the failure, the characteristics of the fallen
bridge showed that the failure occurred in the second and third panels of the south truss.
The committee that investigated the bridge’s collapse concluded that the factors of safety
throughout the compression members were so low that failure must have followed sooner
or later. The following were listed as contributing factors of the collapse:
1.

The Howe System was excessively heavy.
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2.

Compressive Diagonal Braces: The separate I beams were not
continuously tied together. The end bearings were imperfect. There were
no positive mechanical connections between the braces and the angle
blocks to prevent movement of the ends of the braces.

3.

Compressive Top Chords: The I beam sizes were mixed up and not
continuously tied together. The chords were placed in bending by the
train loads. The chords were braced laterally only at every other panel
point.

4.

X Bracing: The vertical x-bracing between trusses and the x-bracing in
the plane of both the top and bottom chords were inadequate.

5.

Angle Block Castings: The vertical lugs on the angle blocks should have
been continuous (Gasparini, 1993).

The question of whether the entrepreneurial tradition of bridge building led to an
exceptional number of shoddily built, unsafe bridges remains to be resolved. But at
Ashtabula there is no doubt that the builders were technically competent and wanted to
achieve a first class, innovative bridge using the best materials and workmanship
available. It is true that the reliability of their conceptual design depended on the
reliability of a lug on an iron casting.
The investigating engineers, on their part, while flaunting their ability to compute
forces in statically determinate trusses, did not even mention the effects of prestressing.
They disagreed markedly on how to estimate the strength of slender compressive
elements and did not even allow the possibility of fatigue in iron (Gasparini, 1993).
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CHAPTER 8
IRON GIVES WAY TO STEEL

The Ashtabula Bridge failure was a lesson to designers, engineers, and bridge
builders that the unseen forces of nature and the untested properties of material fatigue
could lead to horrible results. The fact that the bridge was in operation for ten years
speaks to the vast knowledge of the engineers of the time, but teaches engineers of today
about the importance of knowing the material science of structural members and
construction loads during erection. The collapse of this bridge and the Tay River Bridge
in Great Britain began the end of an age where iron was used for spanning great distances
and ushered in the use of steel as the material of choice for spanning these great distances
and resisting ever increasing loads.
Ironmaking depended on natural as well as human resources. As long as wood
was the main fuel, most of the environmental consequences of ironmaking were local and
short-lived. Ironmakers enlarged their environmental impact when they began using
mineral coal in place of wood. Ironmakers’ incomplete understanding of metallurgy led
some of them to add to the myths about ores. Founders believed that they had to have
iron smelted from particular ores because they got the strength they desired in their
castings when they used metal from specific furnaces. When metallurgists discovered
that carbon was the essential alloying element in iron and steel and that phosphorus
caused brittleness, they were ready to help solve the problems artisans could not handle
with their own skills. Toward the end of the eighteenth century, as entrepreneurs began
steelmaking with large, capital-intensive mills, people found that choices about resources
and the environment increasingly were made by remote owners rather than by proprietors
in their own communities. In 1866 skilled American artisans with a hundred-fifty-year
tradition of ironworking were ready to staff the new steel mills that soon achieved world
leadership in efficient metal production (Gordon, 1996).
Due to the decreased cost to the environment, the efficient production techniques
of the first steel mills, the new knowledge of steelmaking, and the failures of iron
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structures, inventors and engineers of the early nineteenth century devoted themselves to
producing steel structures and increasing the use of steel in everyday life. By the middle
of the nineteenth century, iron had become a material of the past and, ironically, was
used mainly in architecture to highlight the historical or aesthetic value of non-structural
components of buildings. This transition from iron to steel, led to the high and mighty
structures of modern life.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION
Whether building the grand structures of the Roman Empire, fabulously
decorative houses of London, or the early mills of the Industrial Revolution, structural
materials, and our knowledge of them, has played an increasingly important role in the
height, width, and breadth of these structures. Wood and stone gave way to wrought iron
and timber; wrought iron and timber gave way to cast iron and glass. Cast iron and glass
gave way to steel and other more modern materials. Throughout human history,
mankind has developed more and more efficient materials and construction techniques to
reach higher and span greater distances than ever. Although the heyday of structural iron
has passed, the surviving iron structures speak volumes to the modern world of just how
timeless and important the Age of Iron was to birthing this great nation and
revolutionizing the world.
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Table 1: Ranges of Alloy Content for Various Types of Alloy Cast Irons (Davis, 1996)
Cr

Mo

Cu

Matrix
structure,
as-cast(c)

1.5
2.5
2.7-5.0
5-7
1.5
1.5

1.0
3.0
1.1-4.0
7-11
11-23
23-28

0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5-3.5
1.5

(e)
(e)
1.2
1.2

CP
CP
M, A
M, A
M, A
M

14-17
0.5-3.0
1.0-2.8
1.0-3.0

5.0
13.5-36
18-36

5.0
12-35
1.5-6.0
1.0-5.5

1.0
4.0
1.0
1.0

0.5
3.0
7.5
-

F
M, A
A
A

0.10
0.5
0.10
0.15

4.0-7.0
1.0-2.75
5.0-6.0
1.3-6.0

13.5-36
13-43
-

1.8-6.0
1.8-5.5
20-25 Al

1.0
1.0
-

7.5
10.0
-

F
A
A
F

0.08
0.08

0.12
0.12

2.5-6.0
1.75-5.5

1.5
18-36

1.75-3.5

2.0
1.0

-

F
A

-

-

0.5-2.5
0.5-2.5

10-15

30-35
15-30

-

-

F
A

Composition, wt % (a)
S
Si
Ni

Description
Abrasion-resistant white irons

TC(b)

Mn

P

Low-carbon white iron(d)
High-carbon, low-silicon white iron
Martensitic nickel-chromium iron
Martensitic nickel, high-chromium iron
Martensitic chromium-molubdenum iron
High-chromium iron

2.2-2.8
2.8-3.6
2.5-3.7
2.5-3.6
2.0-3.6
2.3-3.0

0.2-0.6
0.3-2.0
1.3
1.3
0.5-1.5
0.5-1.5

0.15
0.30
0.30
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.06
0.06

1.0-1.6
0.3-1.0
0.8
1.0-2.2
1.0
1.0

0.4-1.1
1.2-4.0
3.0
3.0

1.5
0.3-1.5
0.5-1.5
0.7-4.5

0.15
0.15
0.08
0.08

0.15
0.15
0.12
0.12

1.6-2.5
1.8-3.0
1.8-2.6
13.-2.0

0.4-0.8
0.4-1.5
0.4-1.0
0.4-1.0

0.30
0.15
0.10
0.15

2.8-3.8
3.0

0.2-0.6
0.7-2.4

1-2.5
1-2.0

0.3-1.5
0.3-1.5

Corrosion-resistant irons
High-silicon iron(f)
High-chromium iron
Nickel-chromium gray iron(g)
Nickel-chromium ductile iron(h)
High-resistant gray irons
Medium-silicon iron(i)
High-chromium iron
Nickel-chromium iron(g)
High-aluminum iron
Heat-resistant ductile irons
Medium-silicon ductile iron(i)
Nickel-chromium ductile iron(h)
Heat-resistant white irons
Ferritic grade
Austenitic grade

(a) Where a single value is given rather than a range, that value is a maximum limit. (b) Total carbon. (C) CP, coarse pearlite; M, martensite; A, austenite; F, ferrite.
(d) Can be produced from a malleable-iron base composition. (e) Copper can replace all or part of the nickel. (f) Such as Duriron, Durichlor 51, Superchlor.
(g) Such as Ni-Resist austenitic iron (ASTM A436). (h) Such as Ni-Resist austenitic ductile iron (ASTM A439). (i) Such as Silal. (j) Such as Nicrosilal
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Table 2: Densities and Thermal Conductivities of the Microstructure of Cast Iron (Davis, 1996)

Constituents

Density 1
g/cm^3
lb/in^3

Thermal conductivity 2
W/m*K
Btu/ft^2*h*F

Ferrite
Austenite
Pearlite
Cementite
Martensite
Phosphide eutectic

7.86
7.84
7.78
7.66
7.63
7.32

0.284
0.283
0.281
0.277
0.276
0.264

70-80
50
7
-

12.3-14.0
8.8
1.2
-

Graphite

2.25

0.081

80-85 3

14-15 3

285-425 4

50-75 4

1

At 20 deg C (68 deg. F). 2 0 to 100 deg. C(32 to 212 deg. F). 3 Along C-axis. 4 Along basal plane
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Table 3: Physical Properties of Gray Iron as a Function of Tensile Strength (Davis, 1996)
Tensile Strength
M Pa
ksi
150
22.0
180
26.0
220
32.0
260
38.0
300
43.5
350
51.0
400
68.0

Density
g/cm^3
lb/in^3
7.05
0.255
7.10
0.257
7.15
0.258
7.20
0.260
7.25
0.262
7.30
0.264
7.30
0.264

Thermal conductivity at indicated Temp. (W/m*K)
100 *C
300 *C
500 * C
65.7
53.3
40.9
59.5
50.3
40
53.6
47.3
38.9
50.2
45.2
38
47.7
43.8
37.4
45.3
42.3
36.7
43.5
41.0
36
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Electrical Resistivity
at 20 *C
µ Ω ∗µ
0.80
0.78
0.76
0.73
0.70
0.67
0.64

Table 4: Effect of Graphite Size on the Electrical Resistivity of Gray Iron1 (Davis, 1996)
Section Size
mm
in.
76
3.0
53
2.1
30
1.2
22
0.875
15
0.6
1

Graphite
flake size
Coarse
Medium-size
Medium-size
Fine-medium
Fine-medium

Electrical
Resistivity, µΩ∗µ
1.036
0.946
0.914
0.844
0.774

Containing 3.80% total carbon, 2.5% Si, 0.58% Mn, 0.014% S, and 0.039% P
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Table 5: Retention of Strength at High Temperatures (*F) (Gagnebin, 1957)
Temperature
70
210
400
570
750
900
1100

Wrought Iron
100
104
112
116
96
76
42
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Mild Steel
100
103
132
122
86
49
28

Figure A-1. Figure of Stone Beam
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Figure A-2. Figure of Key Dates and Periods of Major Use of Cast and Wrought Iron
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Figure A-3. Coal Wagon on a 4-ft. Wagon-way (Lee, 1997).

Figure A-3. Coal Wagon on a 4-ft. Wagon-way (Lee, 1997).
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Figure A-4. Iron Reinforced Timber Girder
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Figure A-5. Stress Strain Relation in Ductile Iron and Gray Cast Iron
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Figure A-6. Perspective Drawing of the Crystal Palace (www.GREATBUILDINGS.com)
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Figure A-7. Section and Elevation of the Crystal Palace
(www.GREATBUILDINGS.com)
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Figure A-8. Basic Elements of a Truss
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Figure A-9. Popular Truss Types: Town, Howe, and Whipple Bowstring Trusses
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Figure A-10. Popular Truss Types: Whipple Trapezoidal and Pratt Trusses
(DeLony, 1994)
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Figure A-11. Popular Truss Types: Warren, Bollman, and Fink Deck Truss Types
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